Election Ads: The GOP Needs
to Pull on Some Heartstrings
As a conservative, one of the most frustrating things about
campaign season is the lack of quality television
commercials coming from my side of the aisle, especially the
ones critical of Democratic opponents. Whether they’re being
put out by outside groups or the GOP itself, they’re often
sorely lacking.
The problem isn’t so much with the message they convey.
Conservative organizations typically do a decent job of making
their point to the viewing audience. The problem is in the
presentation. Conservatives like to present big-picture
statistics to highlight the failures of their opponents. They
offer up graphs and flash numbers on the screen in hopes of
educating and appalling an audience who might not quite grasp
the scope of the problems and challenges we face.
Conservatives also like to point out hypocrisy. If a candidate
ever condemned an action that they themselves are guilty of
carrying out, you can bet it will show up in a commercial.
That’s all fine and good, and it might not seem like a bad
strategy to the more politically savvy among us. After all,
hypocrisy is always viewed unfavorably, and if $16 trillion in
U.S. debt, anemic U.S. economic growth, the staggering cost of
Obamacare, and chronically high unemployment doesn’t get the
attention of voters, what will?
The reality, however, is that regardless of how serious a
problem is, facts and figures on their own rarely connect with
people who aren’t already engaged with what’s going on in the
country. Most viewers only pay attention to political ads that
touch them on an emotional level. Numbers with lots of zeroes,
steep graphs, and sound bites just don’t do that, even when
presented in a simple way.

The Democrats long ago figured out a far more effective
strategy. Much like their party’s economic vision, they don’t
see numbers as being important. Instead, they go straight for
the heartstrings. They put out commercials that feature people
who look like everyday, working-class folk and present those
people as sympathetic victims of those nasty Republican
initiatives. Whether it’s the teacher whose school can’t
afford adequate supplies, the fireman who doesn’t have the
equipment he needs, or the construction worker who can’t
afford to pay for his medical expenses, their pain is always
the result of something done by some heartless Republican. To
the viewer, it doesn’t even matter whether or not the argument
has merit. Half of the time, the argument is completely
illogical. Sometimes, no argument is even presented. And none
of that matters. All the viewer sees is a good person who has
been victimized.
Case in point, the Obama campaign is currently running a very
effective ad right now in a couple of the swing states,
including my home of Colorado. It features former factory
workers of one of the plants that Bain Capital (Mitt Romney’s
former company) made the call to shut-down. You can hear the
pain in these people’s voices as they insist that Mitt Romney
kicked them to the curb for no other reason than to increase
his personal wealth before presumably leaning back in his
chair, interlacing his fingers behind his head, and laughing
maniacally.
To people watching at home, the ad is so emotionally-driven
that they’re left with little inclination to doubt its
sincerity. After all, everyone knows by now that Mitt Romney
is filthy rich. And with the the Obama administration leading
the charge, today’s culture of envy has taught us that
undeserved rich people thrive at the expense of hard-working,
poor people. Why not buy the commercial at face value then?
Right?
The reality is that most people simply don’t understand what

private investment firms like Bain Capital do, and that’s what
the Obama campaign is banking on. People don’t understand that
private companies like the ones that come to Bain are
typically struggling or even dying, and need either financing
or restructuring in order to survive. They don’t understand
that the job losses of people working at those companies were
likely an inevitability regardless of Bain’s involvement. And
if they don’t understand any of that, they certainly don’t
understand how many jobs were prolonged, saved, or created as
a result of Bain Capital. The only thing people sitting at
home in front of their televisions see are poor workers who
got screwed over by a rich guy. Thus, the commercial is
effective. Rising Obama poll numbers in the swing-states where
these ads have been running have demonstrated that.
The irony here, of course, is that you’d have to take the
number of workers in these commercials and multiply that
number by a few million before you’d get the number of
Americans who have suffered far worse under nearly four years
of the Obama economy. I’m talking about people who’ve lost
their businesses, people who’ve been out of work for over a
year, single moms working multiple jobs, people who’ve had to
move back in with their parents because they can’t provide for
themselves, etc.
That reality begs the question of why we don’t see the
Republicans more often employing the same tactics used by the
Democrats. I think part of the reason comes from the natural
inclination of conservatives to have faith in people’s
capacity to relate with big-picture problems. They don’t feel
the need to present individual suffering, because they assume
that if the statistics are known, people are smart enough to
figure out what those statistics mean to them and their
families. Unfortunately, that’s not a great assumption,
especially in today’s world of media spin.
Now, there have been some promising exceptions in this
election cycle so far. Karl Rove’s super PAC groups (American

Crossroads and Crossroads GPS) have done a great job of
portraying the challenges and anxieties felt by a large number
of Americans under Barack Obama’s presidency. However, even
they haven’t quite got the formula down. Many of the people
they’ve used in their well-designed ads are clearly actors who
look like they’ve been pulled directly off the set of a
Lifetime Network movie. They’re a little too contrived, even
though the actors accurately personify the feelings of many
Americans.
What I want to see is something more organic. I want to see
blunt and honest talk coming from people who don’t look like
actors – real people who’ve been beaten down by the decisions
made by the current leadership of our country. There is
certainly an enormous selection of people out there to choose
from.
I want to see the truck driver with a baseball cap saying
something like, “We see the president out there on television
all the time, playing golf and hanging out with Hollywood
celebrities, and he’s telling us that the private sector is
doing just fine. It’s not doing just fine. His healthcare law
has sent my family’s premiums through the roof. Government
regulations and high gas prices are eating away more and more
of my bottom line. Mr. President, I don’t need you to throw me
a life-vest or life-raft to keep me afloat. I just need you to
stop holding my head underwater!”
I want to see the young mother holding her baby and saying,
“He’s always talking about fairness, but he’s driving our
national debt up to $16 trillion and beyond, and sending the
bill to our children and grandchildren? How is THAT fair?”
I want to see the goofy-looking guy in his early twenties
saying, “I voted for Obama four years ago because my friends
did. *chuckle* He seemed like a cool guy to me. But now I’m
living at home because my college degree hasn’t gotten me a
job. Having to live with your parents after graduation is

anything BUT cool.”
I want to see the person saying, “I don’t care who he thinks
caused the mess. He’s been blaming other people for four
years. We hired him to fix it. He hasn’t fixed it. He’s only
made it worse!”
The GOP and other conservative groups need to catch up to the
Democrats on playing the sympathy card. It works, and with the
current state of the country, it’s never been more justified.
I hope they figure that out.

